'BAL DISHA 2017’- ART HABBA
Bal Disha an art exhibition showcased the artistic talent of the students in various disciplines. The exhibition
was inaugurated on Sunday 19th Nov 2017 by Mr. Amit Bhar, a freelance artist and a parent of our school.
Bal Disha was an initiative envisaged by AECS MMPS keeping in mind that there are many hidden talents
amongst students. Art is one of the form of relieving stress and imbibing a positive emotion in our daily life.
The right use of art can help us make our society and environment clean and green.
The exhibition was held to provide a platform for students to display their artistic talents. It also focused on
how art can be a career if one is passionate about it and can be an alternate profession as well. The parents
flocked in crowds to view and encourage the budding artists who had put up a splendid display of their
creative exhibits.
Children played with colors, smeared the white canvas with a spectrum of colors and gave vent to their
imagination. They also describe their work to the visitors.

Bal Disha an Art exhibition is traditionally the space in which art objects meet an audience. Students explained
about Rajasthani folk art paintings (Phad). Here students depicted the scene from Ramayna where kevat helped
lord Rama to cross the river through boat.

Here the whole board was decorated with paper collage displaying student’s art activities. Art faculty member
explained about each art work to the chief guest Mr. Amit Bahar, a freelancer Artist.

Student put her imagination by depicting day and night in one frame here she used warm colors for the day and cool
colors for night. Student represented the life through tree. What a beautiful painting idea!!!

A freelancer and well renowned artist Mr. Amit Bahar visited Bal Disha art exhibition. He appreciated student’s work
and guided them by sharing his experience in art field.

Student explained about her folk painting. She portrayed women doing handicraft work in her painting by using warm
acrylic colors on canvas.

In folklore, a mermaid is an aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a female. Mermaids have been a popular
subject of art and literature in recent centuries. Here student is representing aquatic life with mermaid through colors on
canvas.

On this display board, Rajasthani Bani-Thani folk painting, contemporary art, camel painting and lion painting were
displayed. Visitors are capturing these art forms.

Here an art faculty member is showing is accompanying the chief guest where children explained about their different
folk paintings such as Warli art, Phad painting, Rajasthani handicraft work and many more.

Landscape painting, also known as landscape art, is the depiction of landscapes in art – natural scenery such as
mountains, valleys, trees, rivers, and forests, especially where the main subject is a wide view – with its elements
arranged into a coherent composition. Here the student illustrated original landscape painting using cool colors.

